The development process

Knowledge sharing:
Process improvement through knowledge sharing.
The way to a First time right design.

Manufacturability:
Choose the correct manufacturing process and use the correct design constraints of the chosen process.

Manufacturability:
Input experienced knowledge in the KSC campus.

Knowledge Sharing Centre

Manufacturability >>
Use design constrains of chosen manufacturing process

V-model
The V model is used to visualize and structure the relationship between all phases within the development process.
It is important to close each phase, because it must be a base for the next phase.

To bring the design process closer to the manufacturing process we try to setup the Knowledge Sharing Centre
Join and share

Please leave your comments:
(do not forget your name and email)

From system to component
It begins with writing the system specifications.
From there, step by step lower so that a developer can start to turn this into a design.
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